INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES:
Since museums first opened to the public for education and entertainment in the late 18th century, access to the overtly sexual materials they contained was restricted to certain visitors and contexts. This paper aims to describe and critique how 19th century medical museums structured their offerings and visitor access to reinforce sex-gender norms and delimit popular knowledge about sexual health.
METHODS: Review of primary and secondary sources about popular 19th century anatomy museums, focusing on those with an explicitly sexual educational purpose, and comparison to similar exhibits today.
RESULTS: Popular 19th century anatomy museums, exemplified by Dr. Kahn ' s museum in London and the Ladies' Museum of Anatomy in New York, were particularly focused on sexual disease and disorder, and offered visitors personalized clinical care in addition to general information. Exhibits intended for male visitors emphasized venereal disease and depicted the female body in a manner designed to titillate; in contrast, the Ladies' Museum focused on motherhood, diminishing female sexual pleasure in favor of encouraging intercourse as a form of service to one ' s husband. CONCLUSIONS: By the end of the 19th century, these and other popular anatomy museums were forced to close, under legal and economic pressure from medical establishment institutions that accused their owners of obscenity and quack medical practices. A century later, museum exhibits of human anatomy and sexuality returned to popularity, but controversy persists about the ways they embody social norms to shape knowledge about sexual health.
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"FOR MEN ONLY"dHEALTH AND SEX EDUCATION AT THE DIME MUSEUM AND THE WAXWORKS Friedrich H. Moll*, Cologne, Germany; Thorsten Halling, Matthis Krischel, Heiner Fangerau, Duesseldorf, Germany INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: In the decades around 1900, dime museums and waxworks were popular in the United States and in Germany, respectively. They served similar purposes by providing entertainment and education and where accessible to larger parts of society than high-brow museums. The institutions brought together components of natural history and art museums, freak shows and performances. Health and sexuality were always part of the topics displayed. This often included information about sexually transmitted diseases, which might not have been available openly in other places. Although women were allowed to visit often with special opening hours the museum makers feared that the displayed objects might disturb female minds.
METHODS: We analyze secondary and primary historical sources about dime museums, waxworks and similar institutions on the border between entertainment and education. Dime museums existed in many American cities, including Baltimore, Boston, Cincinatti, New Orleans and New York City. Prominent waxworks existed in Berlin, Hamburg and Dresden.
RESULTS: In the United States and Europe a need to present medical information evolved in the 19th century. As questions about sexuality and STDs could e for political or religious reasons e not always be discussed in public, dime museums and waxworks filled a niche where the public could satisfy its curiosity and museum makers could entertain and educate their paying clients.
CONCLUSIONS: Popular medical museums and public health campaigns have received historical attention. With their positions between entertainment and education, motivated by financial interests of museum operators, dime museums and waxworks have been taken less seriously as places of health and sex education. At the same time, the institutions reached a large and diverse audience. For these reasons, they should receive more attention the future when studying the history of public health and sex education. METHODS: A review of the literature of all aspects of Quiccheberg's life and writings was performed, including reading his famed Incriptiones: vel, tituli theatric amplissimi.
RESULTS: Born in Antwerp to a merchant family, Samuel Quiccheberg attended Latin school in Ghent before moving to Nuremberg. At age 18 he went to Basel to attend university but switched to Freiburg. He befriended Jakob Fugger, son of famed banking mogul Anton Fugger and became his tutor and both attended Ingolstadt in Bavaria. He finished his medical studies by 1555 and was invited to the Fugger household as physician and librarian as well as curating the famed collections of curiosities.
CONCLUSIONS: Quiccheberg was introduced to Duke Albrecht V of Bavaria and he attempted to bring some sense to this massive collection of artifacts. On July 3, 1557 Albrecht was warned about his collecting from the Bavarian Court Council: "Furthermore, the council should also caution that His Princely Grace should not imitate the city burghers and merchants in the acquisition of various strange luxuries, as these merchants have unfortunately managed to lead great rulers, electors, and princes to the point that, because of their prodigality and extravagance, they have to finance and support their splendor and luxury". Duke Albrecht had a waiting response, penned by his new curator-"I think that the lifetime of nay man, even the most wealthy and diligent, is sufficient for collecting everything that could be broadly gathered into these classes but because I wanted, with this most complete and universal enumeration, to add these things to the considerations of men just as Cicero did with regard to the complete orator. Thus, on the basis of these classes, they might measure the magnitude of their knowledge of all things, and they might be stimulated to imagine and investigate other matters in turn". Samuel had Adam Berg print his ideas for museology in 1565; a slim octavo volume of sixty-four pages of text organizing all museums into six thematically related sections. He recognized the need for a universal complete museum as well as specific collections, often private that were more thematic, such as Conrad Gesner's studio, Agricola's extensive mineral and mining items, and Aldrovandi's more natural collection in Bologna. Quiccheberg's now rare book could be considered the foundation stone of modern museology. (1737) defined "Museum" as "a study or library or a college or public place for the resort of learned men". Owned by royals or rich noblemen, rare scientific museums in the 17th century displayed only natural and historical rarities. In 1675, Leibnitz projected permanent expositions of modern progress in science for the encouragement of further studies. Vol. 201, No. 4S, Supplement, Friday, May 3, 2019 THE JOURNAL OF UROLOGY Ò e245
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